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Abstract
The Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical radio Telescope is the world’s largest single-dish radio telescope and is
located in the southwest of China. The cable-driven parallel robot and A-B rotator of the feed support system in Fivehundred-meter Aperture Spherical radio Telescope are designed to realize the theoretical position and attitude of the
receiver. The feed support system is a pose-redundant and rigid–flexible coupling system; thus, the method of pose
distribution between the A-B rotator and the cable-driven parallel robot impacts on the cable tension distribution and
stiffness of the feed support system, which are crucial to the feed support system stability. The main purpose of this
study is to examine the pose optimal distribution method for the feed support system. First, a mechanical model of the
feed support system, which considers the time-varying barycenter of the feed cabin and the back-illuminated strategy of
the receiver, is established. Then, a pose distribution method that ensures the position and attitude accuracy of the
receiver is proposed for the feed support system. Considering the performance indices of the variance of cable tensions
and the stiffness of the cable-driven parallel robot, an optimization of the rotation angles of the A-B rotator with
multiple objectives is implemented using a genetic algorithm. Finally, simulations are conducted to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method compared with others. Results show that the proposed approach not only
ensures the attitude accuracy of the receiver but also maintains the lower variance of cable tensions and higher stiffness
of the feed support system.
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Introduction
The Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical radio Telescope (FAST) is the largest single-dish radio telescope in
the world and is located in Guizhou province in the southwest of China.1,2 It primarily consists of a feed support
system (FSS), an active reflector system, and a receiver
system.3,4 A photograph of FAST is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Photograph of FAST. FAST: Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical radio Telescope.

Figure 2. Diagram of the feed cabin.

The FSS is composed of a six-cable-driven parallel
robot (CDPR) and a feed cabin.5–7 As shown in Figure 2,
the feed cabin contains three mechanisms: a star frame,
A-B rotator, and rigid Stewart manipulator. The star frame
acts as the active platform of the CDPR. The CDPR and
A-B rotator are designed to realize the theoretical pose of
the receiver. The rigid Stewart manipulator is designed to
compensate the position and attitude deviation of the
receiver which are caused by the wind vibration and other
external disturbances.8
According to the special structure of the FSS, several
technical issues need specific consideration. First, the
rotation of the A-B rotator and the adjustment of the rigid
Stewart manipulator change the barycenter of the feed
cabin, which should be considered in the FSS mechanical
model. 5 Second, the back-illuminated strategy of the
receiver should be added to the FSS model because the
illumination area of the receiver may transcend the region
of the active reflector. Third, owing to the redundancy of

the attitude distribution between the A-B rotator and the
CDPR, and because the A-B rotator cannot compensate
the rotation of three degrees of freedom (3-DOFs), the
receiver pose should be properly allocated to the CDPR
and A-B rotator to satisfy the requirement of FSS stability
and accuracy.
The CDPR mechanical model has been widely studied,
including by the researchers at Xidian University,9,10
Tsinghua University,11,12 and the National Astronomical
Observatories, Chinese Academy of Sciences.13,14 The
model of the time-varying barycenter was developed by
Chai et al.15 However, none of the above studies considered
the back-illuminated strategy of the receiver. Li et al.16
allocated the pose of receiver to the CDPR and the A-B
rotator using the principle of minimum variance of cable
tensions. Tang et al.8 determined that the cable tensions are
evenly distributed when the ratio of tilt angles of the CDPR
and A-B rotator is 3:5. Yao et al.17 presented a pose planning method for the FSS. However, these pose distribution
studies do not consider the FSS stiffness.
Owing to the long-span flexibility cable structure, the
FSS is sensitive to external disturbance.18 Stiffness can
characterize the ability of FSS to resist external disturbances. The FSS stiffness is far less than that of the
rigid-link parallel robot. Li19 derived the FSS stiffness by
calculating the Jacobian matrix derivatives. Raid20 derived
the tangential stiffness of a two-node catenary cable element. Accordingly, Zi21 derived the static stiffness matrix
of the CDPR; however, the effect of the time-varying barycenter and the rotation matrix differential from the cable
coordinate system to the global coordinate system were
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the receiver workspace.

ignored. In this study, the derivation of FSS stiffness is
intended to resolve these deficiencies.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
the “FSS description and modeling” section, the description and modeling of the FSS are provided. A pose distribution method, which ensures the receiver pose accuracy,
is designed for the FSS in the “FSS pose distribution
algorithm” section. In the “Multi-objective optimization
for pose distribution” section, the multi-objective optimization for pose distribution is illustrated. Numerical simulation and discussion are presented in the section that is
named accordingly. Finally, in the last section, conclusions
and future work are provided.

FSS description and modeling
Description of the FSS
As shown is Figure 2, the FSS contains a six-CDPR and
a feed cabin. The rigid Stewart manipulator is assembled in the feed cabin, and the receiver is mounted on
the active platform of the Stewart manipulator. The
target of the FSS is to control the receiver to operate
stably and accurately. The receiver workspace is schematically illustrated in Figure 3. During the observation, the receiver moves on the focal surface, which is
a virtual surface formed by different focal points of the
active reflector. Angle a is the azimuth angle of the
receiver in the global coordinate system fOG-XGYGZGg.
Angle q0 is the theoretical target tilt angle of the receiver. It is defined as the acute angle between the ZG-axis
and the line of point OG and the receiver. Angle q is the
actual tilt angle of the receiver. It is defined as the
angle between the ZG-axis and the center normal vector
of the active platform. The actual tilt angle of the receiver is obtained through the cooperation of the CDPR
and A-B rotator.

Figure 4. FSS-related coordinate systems. FSS: feed support
system.

CDPR static equilibrium equation
Figure 4 depicts the FSS-related coordinate systems. All
coordinate systems comply with the right-hand rule. The
six support towers are uniformly distributed on the circumference having a 600-m diameter. The related coordinate
systems are defined as follows.
Let fGg (OG-XGYGZG) be the global coordinate system.
It is attached to the spherical center of the active reflector;
the x-axis points to geographical east direction, and the
z-axis points in the direction opposite to the force of gravity.
Let fCg (OC-XCYCZC) be the star-frame coordinate system. It is attached to the geometric center of the plane
formed by six anchor nodes (B1 to B6). The x-axis crosses
the midpoint of B1B6, and the z-axis is perpendicular to the
star frame.
Let fABg (OAB-XABYABZAB) be the A-B rotator coordinate system. It is attached to the intersection of the A-axis
and B-axis with the x-axis along the A-axis, and the y-axis
along the B-axis.
Let fBg (OB-XBYBZB) be the base platform coordinate
system. It is attached to the geometric center of the plane
formed by six Hooke hinge joints in the base platform. Its
three axes are always parallel to the three axes of fABg and
with the same pointing direction.
Let fPg (OP-XPYPZP) be the active platform coordinate
system. It is attached to the geometric center of the plane
formed by six spherical joints of the active platform. The
y-axis points to the midpoint of the line connected by
spherical joint 2 and spherical joint 3. The z-axis is perpendicular to the active platform.
When the feed cabin is located on the center point of the
focal surface, and the FSS is on the initial pose, the three
axes of each coordinate system are, respectively, parallel to
each other and with the same pointing direction.
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zi ðxi Þ ¼

 

  
FHi
qxi
 coshxi
 cosh
q
FHi

ð3Þ

where q is the linear density of the cables, FHi is the horizontal component of tension TBi, and xi is an intermediate
variable which is given by


qhi
xi ¼ arcsinhi 
 hi
ð4Þ
ð2FHi sinhhi Þ
hi ¼

ð5Þ

Here, hi represents the height of the ith cable and li
denotes the horizontal span of the ith cable. According to
the expression d2Li ¼ d2xi þ d2zi, the cable length can be
expressed as
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 2
li
ð6Þ
Li ¼
sinh2 hi þ hi 2
hi 2

Figure 5. Tension diagram of a single cable.

In the following, vectors and matrices are denoted in
bold. The right subscripts of notations imply their physical
meanings, while the left superscripts represent the coordinate systems under which they are described.
According to the demand of the astronomical observation, the FSS moves so slowly that it can be considered
static. The CDPR static equilibrium equation can be
derived as
2 X6
3
G
T
þ
G
Bi
4 Xi¼1
5¼0
ð1Þ
6
G
G
C
ð
R
B
Þ

T
þ
M
C
i
Bi
G
i¼1
where GTBi is the tension of the ith cable acting on the feed
cabin, CBi is the position of the ith anchor node with respect
to fCg, and G ¼ [0,0, mGg]T is the gravity vector of the
feed cabin. Additionally, MG is the gravity moment vector
of the feed cabin, which is expressed as
M G ¼ ðG R C C P G Þ  G

qli
ð2FHi Þ

ð2Þ

where CPG represents the time-varying barycenter of the
feed cabin. The derivations of GTBi, GRC, and GPC are given
in the following sections.

Let GTAi represents the tension of the ith cable that acts
on point Ai. The vertical component of tensions GTBi and
G
TAi can be derived as9
q h  coshh 
i
i
FiB V ¼

ð7Þ
2
sinhhi
FiA

¼ FiB

V

þ qLi

ð8Þ

The cable tensions at points A i and B i can be
expressed as

G

G

T Bi ¼ FHi G a i þ FiB

V

G

T Ai ¼ FHi G a i þ FiA

V

G

zi

ð9Þ

G

zi

ð10Þ

G

where ai and zi are the respective unit vectors shown in
Figure 5.

Time-varying barycenter
The rotation of the A-B rotator and the adjustment of
the rigid Stewart manipulator change the barycenter of
the feed cabin, which induces a pose deviation of the
FSS for a significant torque produced by the 30-ton
feed cabin. The barycenter of the feed cabin can be
expressed as

Suspension cable modeling
In the presented model, the cable weight is non-negligible22
and each cable is considered an inextensible catenary. The
tension diagram of a single cable is shown in Figure 5. Let
fTig (oi-xizi) be the ith cable coordinate system, which is
attached to the ith anchor node with the z-axis in the direction opposite to the force of gravity and with the x-axis
horizontally pointing to the ith support tower.
With respect to fTig, the catenary equation of a single
cable can be written as9

V

C

X6
ðmC C K C þ mAB C K AB þ mB C K B þ mP C K P þ
m C K lli Þ
i¼1 lli
PG ¼
X6
m Þ
ðmC þ mAB þ mB þ mP þ
i¼1 lli

ð11Þ
where m* represents the mass of the mechanism and is
denoted by the right subscript. *K* represents the barycenter of the mechanism and is denoted by the right subscript,
with respect to the reference coordinate system (left
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When the theoretical tilt angle of receiver q0 is larger
than threshold qth, the actual tilt angle of receiver q can be
expressed as
q ¼ q 0  qH

ð12Þ

where qH is the back-illuminated angle, which can be
expressed as
qH ¼ qd  qp  qq

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the back-illuminated strategy of
the receiver.

superscript). The symbols C, AB, B, P, and lli in the subscript, respectively, denote the start frame, A-B rotator,
base platform of the Stewart manipulator, active platform
of the Stewart manipulator, and the ith leg of the Stewart
manipulator. The barycenters of the specific mechanism
are expressed as
8C
K AB ¼ C R AB AB K AB þ C P AB
>
>
>
< C K ¼ C R ðAB R B K þ AB P Þ þ C P
B
AB
B
B
B
AB
P
C
AB
B
AB
C
>
K P ¼ R AB ð R B ð R P K P Þ þ P B Þ þ C P AB
>
>
:C
K lli ¼ C R AB ðAB R B B K lli þ AB P B Þ þ C P AB
where BKlli is obtained by Stewart inverse kinematics. ABRB
is an identity matrix. CRAB and BRP are obtained in the
following section. Other variables are constants determined
by the mechanism parameters.

FSS pose distribution algorithm
Back-illuminated strategy
During the observation, the active reflector is controlled as
a parabolic surface, and the flare angle of the receiver is
constant. The receiver is controlled to move on the focal
surface. The receiver shape is similar to a horn, and its
receptive field is limited by the structure. When the receiver moves to some point where the theoretical tilt angle is
larger than a given threshold, part of its receptive field will
be outside the active reflector surface, which weakens the
intensity of the signal detected by the receiver, as shown in
Figure 6. To alleviate this situation, the back-illuminated
strategy is proposed.
Normally, the center normal vector of the receiver must
pass through the spherical center of the active reflector, as
shown in the normal-illuminated triangle in Figure 6. However, when the receiver must be back-illuminated, the center normal vector of the receiver is only required to
intersect with the Z G -axis, as shown in the backilluminated triangle in Figure 6.

ð13Þ

where
8
qd ¼ arcsinðRr =ð2  dl ÞÞ
>
>
>
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
>
>
>
>
d
¼
R2 þ ðRð1  f ÞÞ 2  2R2 ð1  f Þ  cosqr
l
>
>
>
>
< qr ¼ arcsinðRr =ð2  RÞÞ
>
qp ¼ arcsinðRd =ð2  RÞÞ  q 0
>
>
>
>
>
> qq ¼ arcsinðR  ð1  f Þ  sinðqp Þ=dÞ
>
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
>
>
>
: d ¼ R2 þ ðRð1  f ÞÞ 2  2R2 ð1  f Þ  cosqp
The threshold value of the tilt angle qth can be
expressed as
q th ¼ arcsinðRd =ð2RÞÞ  qr

ð14Þ

where R, Rd, Rr, and f, respectively, represent the active
reflector radius, the effective aperture of the active reflector, the illumination caliber of the receiver, and the ratio
between the height of the focal surface and R.

Pose distribution for the FSS
As shown in Figure 2, the pose of the receiver is determined
by the pose of the star frame, angles of the A-B rotator, and
status of the rigid Stewart manipulator. The Stewart keeps in
initial state during the FSS pose distribution, thus, given the
position of the receiver, and the attitude of the star frame is
determined when given angles of the A-B rotator. It is obvious that there is attitude distribution redundancy between the
CDPR and the A-B rotator. In addition, the A-B rotator
cannot fully compensate for the rotation of 3-DOF for its
special structure. Thus, the receiver pose should be properly
allocated to the CDPR and A-B rotator.
Previous studies examined the pose distribution algorithm, and the rigid Stewart manipulator was used to compensate for the theoretical attitude angle of the receiver, for
which the A-B rotator could not compensate.16 However,
this approach limits the compensation space of the rigid
Stewart manipulator and makes it difficult to compensate
the position and attitude deviation of the receiver caused by
external disturbances. Meanwhile, the FSS is prone to
vibration under the action of the rigid Stewart manipulator8; thus, the fewer poses of the rigid Stewart manipulator
to be adjusted, the better.
In this section, a pose distribution algorithm that ensures
the accuracy of the receiver pose is proposed, and its
flowchart is shown in Figure 7.
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The positions GPP, GPAB, and GPC can be expressed as
8G
P P ¼ GP R  G RPPP R
>
>
>
>
B
B
G
G
G
G
>
>
< P AB ¼ P P  R B P P þ R B P AB
G
P C ¼ G P AB  G R C C P AB
>
>
G
>
R B ¼ G R P B R 1 P
>
>
>
:G
R C ¼ G R P ðC R AB AB R B B R P Þ1

Figure 7. Flowchart of the pose distribution algorithm.

The attitude matrix calculated by using the vector and
rotation angle is defined as
Rðn; JÞ ¼ I þ sinJ½n þ ð1  cosJÞ½n 2

ð15Þ

where [n] is the skew-symmetric matrix of vector n.
Given the position of receiver GPR, the theoretical target
tilt angle of receiver q0 can be expressed as
q 0 ¼ arccosð½ 0

0

1 G P R =jjG P R jjÞ

ð16Þ

Considering the back-illuminated strategy of the receiver, the actual tilt angle of receiver q is given by
q¼

q0 ;

q0  q th

q 0  qH ;

q 0 > q th

ð17Þ

where qH and qth can be obtained through equations (13)
and (14), respectively. The attitude of the active platform of
Stewart GRP, which equals to GRR, can be obtained by
G

R P ¼ RððG P R  ½ 0

0

1 T Þ; qÞ

ð18Þ

G

RP is calculated first; thus, the receiver pose can be
ensured in this pose distribution algorithm.
Given the rotation angles of the A-B rotator, qA and
qB, the attitude of the A-B rotator to compensate is
shown as
C

R AB ¼ RX ðqA ÞRY ðqB Þ

Because the rigid Stewart manipulator is maintained in
the initial state during the pose distribution, BRP and ABRB
are identity matrices. Moreover, BPP, BPAB, PPR, and CPAB
are constant vectors determined by the mechanism parameters of the feed cabin.
The values of CPG, GRC, and GPC are determined by
the position of receiver GPR and the rotation angles of the
A-B rotator, qA and qB. Substituting these variables and
the time-varying barycenter of the feed cabin CPG back
into equation (1), the cable tension GTBi and cable length
Li are obtained.
The receiver pose is distributed to the star frame and
the A-B rotator. Given the position of the receiver GPR, it
is obvious that the difference value of qA and qB will
obtain the difference pose of the star frame, and the resultant cable tensions will be different. Therefore, to ensure
the position and attitude accuracy of the receiver and the
stability of the FSS, the pose optimal distribution problem
can be changed to an optimization problem of the A-B
rotator rotation angles. The following sections focus on
solving this problem.

ð19Þ

where Rx(q) and R y(q) are the rotation matrixes that,
respectively, rotate around the x and y axes.

Multi-objective optimization for pose
distribution
In previous studies, the minimum variance of cable tensions16 and the stiffness23 of the CDPR were, respectively,
used to evaluate the stability of a system. The variance of
cable tensions indicates the distribution of the six cable
forces, and its minimum makes the values of cable tensions identical. The greater is the variance of cable tensions, the more dispersed is the cable tension distribution.
Furthermore, the more difficult it is for the CDPR to
coordinate control, the more likely it is that the rope will
virtually pull, which results in a loss in stability.24 The
stiffness represents the ability of the system to resist the
external forces, for example, the disturbances from the
wind. So under the external disturbances, the greater is
the system stiffness, the higher is the trajectory accuracy
of the end effector (the receiver), and the more stable is
the system.23 Consequently, a system higher stiffness
means a higher stability.
In this section, the objective functions of tension and
stiffness are derived, and multiple performances of variance of cable tensions and stiffness of the CDPR are simultaneously considered for optimization of the rotation angles
of the A-B rotator.
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FSS tension objective function
Owing to its flexibility, the FSS is prone to swaying
when the cable tensions are unevenly distributed. Moreover, some cables tend to be in a virtual traction state
with a large variance of the cable tensions. Thus, the
smaller variance of cable tensions makes the FSS more
stable. In this part, the minimum variance of six cable
tensions is selected to be the tension objective function,
which is described as
"
#
6
6
1 X
1X
2
minwf ¼
ðjjT Ai jj 
jjT Ai jjÞ
ð20Þ
6 i¼1
6 i¼1
where ||TAi || is the modulus of vector TAi.

Stiffness objective functions for the FSS
To assess the elastic response of a robot to an external
wrench, it is important to define the stiffness indices.
The stiffness matrix refers to the relationship between
the wrench and the deflection.25 When the system is in a
static equilibrium state, deflection of the end effector is
determined by providing a wrench to the end effector of
a robot.
As shown in Figure 5, we add a virtual y-axis in fTig.
Accordingly, the rotation matrix from fTig to fGg can be
expressed as
2
3
0
cos’i  sin’i
6
7
G
R Ti ¼ 4 sin’i cos’i
05
ð21Þ
0

0

1

The cable tension with respect to fGg can be
expressed as
G
Ti

T Bi ¼ G R Ti Ti T Bi

T Bi ¼ ½ FHi

0 FiB

ð22Þ
V

T

ð23Þ

According to equation (1), to ensure the FSS equilibrium, the external force and moments acting on the feed
cabin can be described as
2 X6
3


G
T
þ
G
Bi
Fe
5 ð24Þ
¼ 4 Xi¼1
6
G
G
C
Me
ð R C B i Þ  T Bi þ M G
i¼1

The differential of equation (24) can be expressed as
3
2 X6
d G T Bi
i¼1
7
6X


7
6
6
G
G
C
dFe
6
ðð
R
B
Þ

d
T
C
i
Bi 7
ð25Þ
¼ 6
i¼1
7
7
6
dM e
C
G
G
4
þ dð R C B i Þ  T Bi Þ 5
þ dðG R C C P G Þ  G
Let the position and attitude of the star frame be
expressed in a spiral vector S ¼ [rT, ψT]T, where rT ¼
G
PCT ¼ [x, y, z], and ψ T ¼ [a, b, g] is the Euler angles

vector for the star frame. The rotation matrix GRC and its
differential can be described as26
(
G
R C ¼ Rx ðaÞRy ðbÞRz ðgÞ
ð26Þ
G
d R C ¼ d½ ψ  G R C
When the feed cabin suffers an infinitesimal deflection
dS ¼ [drT, dψ T]T, the differential of GBi (equal to GPC þ
G
RCCBi) can be described as
d G B i ¼ d½ ψ  G R C C B i þ d G P C
¼ ½I

½G R C C B i   dS

ð27Þ

Let Rcont ¼ [0, 1, 0;1, 0, 0;0, 0, 0], TiLi ¼ [li, 0, hi]T, Vx
¼ [1, 0, 0], and Vy ¼ [0, 1, 0]. Note that GLTi ¼ GRTiTiLi and
G
L Ti ¼G A i  G B i . Taking the differential
of tan’i ¼
p
(VyGTTi)/(VxGTTi), cos’i ¼ (VxGTTi)/ ((VxGTTi)(Vx GTTi)
þ (Vy GTTi)(VyGTTi)), and equation (21), we can obtain
d’i ¼
8
cos 2 ’i ðV y G T Ti V x  V x G T Ti V y Þd G B i
>
>
>
>
>
>
< =ðV x G T Ti Þ 2 ;
’i 6¼ 90 ; 270
>
> ð1= sin’i ÞðV x =li  V x G T Ti ðV x G T Ti V x
>
>
>
>
:
þV y G T Ti V y Þ=li3 Þd G B i ;
’i ¼ 90 ; 270

ð28Þ

d G R Ti ¼ R cont G R Ti d’i ¼ R cont G R Ti RdR dS

ð29Þ

where RdR can be easily derived from equations (28)
and (29).
The value of li and hi can be expressed as follows by
considering the cables as inextensible catenaries27
0
1
8
>
>
F
F
þ
jjT
jj
Ai A
>
> li ¼ Hi ln@ iA V
>
<
FiB V þ jjT Bi jj
q
ð30Þ
>
>
1
>
> hi ¼ ðjjT Ai jj  jjT Bi jjÞ
>
:
q
Taking the differentiation of equation (30), the stiffness
matrix of the ith cable can be expressed as
8
31
2
@li
@li
>
>
>
"
#
"
# 6 @F
"
#
>
>
Hi @FiB V 7
>
dFHi
dli
dli
7
6
>
>
c
7
>
¼ ki
¼6
>
6 @h
>
>
@hi 7
dhi
dhi
5
4
i
> dFiB V
>
>
>
>
@FHi @FiB V
>
>
>


>
< @l
li
1 FiA V
FiB V
i

¼

>
@FHi FHi q jjT Ai jj jjT Bi jj
>
>
>


>
>
>
@li
@hi
FHi
1
1
>
>

¼
¼
>
>
>
@FiB V @FHi
q jjT Ai jj jjT Bi jj
>
>
>
>


>
>
@hi
1 FiA V
FiB V
>
>

¼
>
: @F
q jjT Ai jj jjT Bi jj
iB V
ð31Þ
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Let kci ¼ [kci1, kci2; kci3, kci4] and Kci ¼ [kci1,0, kci2;
0,0,0;kci3,0, kci4]. Moreover, note that GRTiTiLi ¼ GAiGBi.
Hence, the stiffness matrix of a single cable can be
described as
d Ti T Bi
¼ K ci d Ti L i
¼ K ci G R Ti1 ðd G B i  d G R Ti Ti L i Þ
¼

ð32Þ

K ci G R Ti1 ð½ I ½G R C C B i   
R cont G R Ti Ti L i RdR ÞdS

Taking the differentiation of equation (22), and substituting equations (29) and (32) into it, we can get
d G T Bi
¼ d G R Ti Ti T Bi þ G R Ti d Ti T Bi
¼ R cont G R Ti Ti T Bi RdR dS  G R Ti K ci G R Ti1

ð33Þ

ð½ I ½G R C C B i    þ R cont G R Ti Ti L i RdR ÞdS
¼ K Feq i dS
Substituting equation (33) into equation (25), we
can get
X6
dF e ¼  i¼0 K Feq i dS ¼ K Feq dS
ð34Þ
Note that
dðG R C C B i Þ  G T Bi
¼ d½ ψ  ðG R C C B i Þ  G T Bi
¼ ð½G R C C B i  d ψ Þ  G T Bi
¼ ½½ 033 ½G R C C B i  dS G T Bi
Additionally,
dðG R C C P G Þ  G
¼ d½ ψ  ðG R C C P G Þ  G
¼ ½½ 033
¼ K g dS

G

ð36Þ

C

½ R C P G  dS G

where KTi and Kg can be easily derived from equations (35)
and (36).
Substituting equations (35) and (36) into equation (25),
we can obtain
dM e
X 6

C
G
F
¼
ðK

½
R
B

K
Þ
þ
K
dS
Ti
C
i
g
eq
i

i¼1
¼

ð37Þ

where Gf ¼ [K11Sr, K12S ] and Gm ¼ [K21Hr, K22H ].
Here, Sr, S , Hr, and H are orthogonal matrices whose
columns are the eigenvectors of matrices KT11K11, KT12K12,
KT21K21, and KT22K22, respectively.
According to the definition of stiffness, the larger kf and
km make the FSS more stable. Therefore, the maximum
values of kf and km are selected to be the stiffness objective
functions, which can be described as
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 X3 f
1 X3 m
maxkf ¼
li ; maxkm ¼
l
ð41Þ
i¼1
i¼1 i
3
3

The genetic algorithm (GA) is a global method for solving
optimization problems based on natural evolution.29,30 To
solve the optimization of the rotation angles of the A-B
rotator, GA is adopted because of its good performance
in searching in complex objective functions.31
The functions wf, kf, and km are very important indices
for evaluating FSS stability. The tension objective function
fmin wfg makes the cable tensions evenly allocated; however, it cannot ensure that the FSS has sufficient stiffness.
Conversely, the objective functions fmax kfg and fmax
kmg enable the FSS to have sufficient stiffness; however,
it cannot ensure that the cable tensions are evenly distributed. To make the FSS more stable, a multi-objective pose
optimal distribution algorithm for the FSS is designed. Its
mathematical description is given as follows
Given
find
max
s :t :

KM
eq dS

Thus, the FSS stiffness can be expressed as

 " F #
K eq
dFe =dS
K¼
¼
dM e =dS
KM
eq

The means of the eigenvalue of GfGTf and GmGTm,
denoted by flfig31 and flmig31, are used to define the translational kf and rotation km stiffness performance indices,
respectively28
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 X3 f
1 X3 m
kf ¼
l
¼
l
;
k
ð40Þ
m
i
i¼1
i¼1 i
3
3

GA-based multi-objective optimization
ð35Þ

¼ K Ti dS

¼ ð½G R C C P G  d ψ Þ  G

However, the stiffness matrix is a 6  6 matrix whose
components have different units. To define the stiffness
performance indices, we should first nondimensionalize the
stiffness matrix.
Let


K 11 K 12
ð39Þ
K¼
K 21 K 22

ð38Þ

G

PR
qA ; qB

f ðwf ; kf ; km Þ
q min  qA  q max ; q min  qB  q max
T min  jjG T Ai jj  T max

where Tmin ¼ 1000 N and Tmax ¼ 400,000 N are the
minimum and maximum cable tensions, respectively, and
qmin ¼ 18 and qmax ¼ 18 are the minimum and maximum angles of the A-B rotator, respectively. Because the
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Table 1. Main FSS parameters.
Parameter

Physical meaning

Value

q
RT
RC
R
Rd
Rr
f
bc
C
PAB
B
PAB
P
PB
AB
PP
P
PR
mG
mC
mAB
mB
mP
mL

Weight per unit cable length
Radius of the tower circle
Radius of the circle formed by anchor nodes Bi
Radius of curvature of the main reflector
Effective caliber of the active reflector
Illumination caliber of the receiver
Ratio between height of the focal surface and R
Central angle between two closets Bi
Translation vector of coordinate system fABg with respect to fCg
Translation vector of coordinate system fABg with respect to fBg
Translation vector of coordinate system fABg with respect to fPg
Translation vector of coordinate system fPg with respect to fABg
Coordinate of the receiver with respect to fPg
Mass of the feed cabin
Mass of the star frame
Mass of the A-B rotator
Mass of the base platform of Stewart
Mass of the active platform of Stewart
Mass of each leg of Stewart

15 kg/m
300 m
6.5 m
300 m
500 m
300 m
0.4611
5.289
[0;0;0.5] m
[0;0;0.62] m
[0;0;1.75] m
[0;0;1.13] m
[0;0;1.10] m
29583 kg
19473 kg
3405 kg
2805 kg
2475 kg
230 kg

FSS: feed support system.

values of wf, kf, and km have different ranges, we normalize
them first. The multi-objective function is expressed as
f ðwf ; kf ; km Þ ¼ o 1 ð1   w f Þ þ o2  k f þ o3  k m
8
>
< w f ¼ ðwf  wf min Þ=ðwf max  wf min Þ

k f ¼ ðkf  kf min Þ=ðkf max  kf min Þ
>
:
k m ¼ ðkm  km min Þ=ðkm max  km min Þ

ð42Þ

ð43Þ

where -wf, -kf, and -km are the normalized expression of wf,
kf, and km, respectively. wfmin, kfmin, and kmmin are the
minimum values of wf, kf, and km in the feasible domain,
respectively. wfmax, kfmax, and kmmax are the maximum values of wf, kf, and km in the feasible domain, respectively.
These minimum and maximum values are calculated
before the GA iteration using grid searching method. o1,
o2, and o3 are weight factors and o1 þ o2 þ o3 ¼ 1.
The values of o1, o2, and o3 are positive numbers less
than one. The solution of a multi-objective optimal problem is not unique but there exists a Pareto-optimal solution;
the choice of one solution over the other requires problem
knowledge.32 The selection of the weight factors mainly
depends on whether the FSS is preferred to be stiff or the
variance of the cable tensions. Because -kf and -km are all
the stiffness indices, they account for the same proportion
of optimization task. -wf indicates whether the FSS is loss in
stability. From the view of the system safety, -wf should be
cared much more than -kf and -km. On the premise of o1 >
o2 and o2 ¼ o3, the sequence search method is used to
determine the weight factors. The final weight factors of o1
¼ 0.6 and o2 ¼ o3 ¼ 0.2 can obtain smooth angles of the
A-B rotator and retains a low variance of cable tensions and
high FSS stiffness.

Figure 8. Test path for the pose distribution method of the FSS.
FSS: feed support system.

Numerical simulation and discussion
The main parameters of the FSS are listed in Table 1. In the
GA, the population size is set to 60, and the maximum
number of generations is set to 100.
To fully demonstrate the performance of the pose distribution method of the FSS, a typical test path is chosen for
the experiment, as shown in Figure 8. The test path is an arc
attached to the focal surface, and it passes through the
lowest point of the focal surface from southwest to northeast. In the following simulation figures, when the abscissa
is negative, the test path is in the seventh octant of the
global coordinate system, and the theoretical tilt angles of
the receiver q0 are the opposite of the abscissa values.
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In the experiment, the proposed multi-objective pose
optimal distribution algorithm is compared with another
method. Algorithm 1 directly uses the 3:5 tilt angle distributions between the CDPR and A-B rotator, which is
proposed by Deng et al.33 In this algorithm, the angles of
the A-B rotator qA and qB are equal to the corresponding
element in the matrix product Rx(qA)Ry(qB)Rz(qZ), which
is used to decompose the attitude matrix CR’AB ¼ R((GPR
 [0,0,1]T),(q3q0/8)). Algorithm 2 uses the GA-based
multi-objective pose optimal distribution method proposed in this article.
The GA iterative convergence process is shown in Figure 9. It is observed that the GA converges after 40 generations. The angles of the A-B rotator and the cable
tensions are shown in Figure 10. The A-B rotator angles
continuously vary in the two algorithms. When the theoretical tilt angle of the receiver is greater than qth ¼
26.45 , the receiver begins to back illuminate, and the
angles of the A-B rotator begins to decrease. From the
view of Figure 10(a) and (c), the maximum angles of the
A-B rotator are less than 18 , which is the limit position
that the A-B rotator can reach. The angles of the A-B
rotator will transcend the limit without using the backilluminated strategy. As shown in Figure 10(b) and (d),
the distribution of cable tensions in algorithm 2 is more

International Journal of Advanced Robotic Systems

Figure 9. Iterative convergence process of GA. GA: genetic
algorithm.

compact than algorithm 1, and the minimum cable tensions of algorithm 2 are greater than that of algorithm 1.
The more dispersed is the cable tension distribution, the
more difficult it is for the CDPR to coordinate control, and
the more likely it is that the rope will virtually pull. Consequently, the algorithm 2 can provide the FSS with
greater stability.
The curves shown in Figure 11 demonstrate that algorithm 2 performs better than algorithm 1 in wf, kf, and km.

Figure 10. Angles of the A-B rotator and cable tensions of the test path. (a) Angles of the A-B rotator with algorithm 1, (b) cable
tensions with algorithm 1, (c) angles of the A-B rotator with algorithm 2, and (d) cable tensions with algorithm 2.
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correlation between these weight factors and adopt adaptive methods in our future work.
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Conclusions and future work
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Using the weighted sum of the variance of cable tensions
and the dimensionless stiffness of the FSS as objective
functions, a multi-objective pose optimal distribution algorithm for the FSS was proposed. Compared with the pose
distribution algorithm by Deng et al.,33 the proposed algorithm not only ensures the position and attitude accuracy of
the receiver but also retains a lower variance of cable tensions and higher stiffness of the FSS, which are crucial to
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performance. We are planning to explore deeper
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